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Abstract
Machine learning models are intrinsically vulnerable to domain shift between training and testing data, resulting in poor performance in novel domains. Domain generalization (DG) aims to overcome the problem by leveraging multiple source domains to learn
a domain-generalizable model. In this paper, we propose a novel augmentation-based
DG approach, dubbed AugLearn. Different from existing data augmentation methods,
our AugLearn views a data augmentation module as hyper-parameters of a classification
model and optimizes the module together with the model via meta-learning. Specifically, at each training step, AugLearn (i) divides source domains into a pseudo source
and a pseudo target set, and (ii) trains the augmentation module in such a way that the
augmented (synthetic) images can make the model generalize well on the pseudo target set. Moreover, to overcome the expensive second-order gradient computation during
meta-learning, we formulate an efficient joint training algorithm, for both the augmentation module and the classification model, based on the implicit function theorem. With
the flexibility of augmenting data in both time and frequency spaces, AugLearn shows
effectiveness on three standard DG benchmarks, PACS, Office-Home and Digits-DG.

1

Introduction

Humans excel at learning visual concepts that are generalizable across different scenarios
and environments. For instance, we can easily recognize a dog image no matter whether
the image is a realistic photo, a cartoon or even a human drawn sketch. However, though
deep neural networks have achieved great success in many computer vision tasks, their ability to generalize to novel data distributions remains rather limited. This hampers the wide
deployment of deep learning models in real-world applications. The root of poor generalization is the domain shift problem [3, 32, 38, 41] which is known by machine learning
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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researchers for decades. One solution to the domain shift problem is unsupervised domain
adaptation (UDA) [1, 13, 16, 28], which exploits unlabeled target domain data for domain
adaptation. Although UDA avoids target domain data annotation, it still needs access to the
target domain data to perform model adaptation for each target domain. Domain generalization (DG) [5, 8, 18, 19, 31, 54] is motivated to solve this drawback of UDA. Given multiple
source domains, the goal of DG is to learn a model that can generalize well to any unseen
target domain without any model adaptation.
Most existing DG methods are either feature alignment or meta-learning based. Feature
alignment based methods borrow ideas from the domain adaptation community to align features across source domains [11, 15, 20, 25, 33, 35]. These methods focus on minimizing
the divergence between the source domains in feature space, which ensures that the extracted
representations are domain agnostic. In contrast, meta-learning methods expose models to
domain shift during training [2, 9, 24, 27]. The underlying idea is to split training data into
meta-train and meta-test sets without overlapping domains. A DG model is trained on the
meta-train set in a way such that its loss on the meta-test set is also low.
Recently, data augmentation based DG methods have attracted increasing attention [43,
47, 49, 51, 52, 55]. Existing methods design image synthesizers to synthesize images that
do not belong to any existing source domains. They are designed with the assumption that
diversified source domains enable the model to learn more generalizable features. However,
existing augmentation DG methods normally require some complicated design of learning
objectives, such as differing the augmented images from the source data, maintaining the
fidelity of the augmented images, retaining the same semantic meaning of the augmented
image to the vanilla image. More importantly, there is no guarantee that the augmented images, when used for training the main classification model, can ensure the model generalizes
well to an unseen domain.
In this paper, we propose a novel meta learning based augmentation method for DG. Different from the existing augmentation based DG methods, we treat the image augmentation
module as the hyperparameters of a classification model and optimize both jointly. Crucially,
the augmentation module is optimized explicitly to help the model generalize to a novel domain. To guarantee generalization, we expose the model to simulated domain shift and meta
learn the augmentation module to minimize the generalization error of the model. However,
optimizing the hyperparameters of the model is non-trivial when these hyperparameters are
actually parameters of a deep CNN (i.e., the augmentation module) and thus in the order of
millions. In particular, the typical bilevel hyperparameter optimization will produce secondorder gradients which poses a serious computational challenge [29, 30, 36]. To address this
computational issue, we employ the implicit function theorem (IFT) [30] to avoid storing
the inner loop update trajectories which is prohibitively expensive. Specifically, we create
episodes from minibatch images of source domains during training. In each episode, we
randomly split the images from different source domains into pseudo source and pseudo target domains. The classification model is optimized by minimizing the classification loss on
pseudo source domain data. The hyperparameters (augmentation module) are then optimized
using the Neumann series approximated IFT by minimizing a validation loss on the pseudo
target data. Frequency-based data augmentation has recently shown promising performance
in domain generalization [46]. Flexibly, our AugLearn is not only applicable to augment the
input image in time space, but also in frequency space. We can simply feed the frequency
spectrum, such as obtained by discrete cosine transformation (DCT), of the input image into
the AugLearn and then inverse the augmented frequency spectrum to the time space – this
variant is dubbed AugLearn-F. Our proposed augmentation module is model-agnostic and
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can be applied to any base DG methods.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We propose a novel DG framework in
which the augmentation module is viewed as hyperparameters of the model and optimized
efficiently using the implicit function theorem (IFT). (2) Different from the most conventional data augmentation methods, focusing on the augmentation in the time space only, our
AugLearn is capable of augmenting the input data in both the time and frequency spaces. (3)
Our proposed module is model-agnostic and applicable to any base DG methods. Extensive
experiments are carried out, and the results show that our method achieves the state of the
art performance on two popular DG benchmarks, PACS and Digits-DG.

2

Related Work

Domain generalization. The DG problem was first introduced in [5] in which they proposed a kernel-based DG approach. Since then DG has been receiving increasing attention [44, 54] from the research community due to its importance to practical machine learning applications. DG models aim at extracting general representations that can perform well
on unseen target domains. In general, the existing DG methods can be categorised into three
groups, namely domain alignment, data augmentation and meta-learning.
(1) The alignment based methods are mainly inspired by the domain adaptation literature.
The main idea is to learn representations that are domain-agnostic among source domains
such that the representations can generalize to any unseen target domain. Muandet et al. [34]
developed Domain-Invariant Component Analysis (DICA), which adopts a kernel-based optimization algorithm that reduces the discrepancy across source domains, to learn domain
invariant features. Li et al. [22] proposed a low-rank parameterized CNN for learning domain agnostic features. Li et al. [25] extended adversarial autoencoders by imposing the
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) measure to align distributions among different source
domains. Motiian et al. [33] employed a Siamese architecture to map different source domains to a discriminative embedding subspace, where the mapped features are semantically
aligned and maximally separated.
(2) The existing data augmentation based DG methods mainly focused on two folds, the
image level and feature level augmentations. Yue et al. [47] proposed a domain randomization based augmentation to diversify the input images and forced the model to learn domain
invariant features. Zhou et al. [53] developed a learnable data perturbation module to generate novel images to improve the model generalization, and a novel domain generator using
optimal transport as a followup [52]. Recently researchers found that feature augmentation
is effective in improving model generalization [26, 55]. MixStyle [55] assumed the feature
statistics represent the domain style information and proposed to interpolate feature representations following Mixup [50]. Li et al. [26] lately found that a simple feature perturbation
using Gaussian noise worked pretty well on improving domain generalization. All these augmentation based methods require explicit objectives, such as generating new domain images
while retaining the same semantic meaning. Furthermore, those methods focus on diversifying the source domains and this is not promising to improve the generalization ability of the
models. Our proposed method optimizes the augmentation module implicitly to be general
to unseen domain.
(3) Meta-learning is widely applied on improving few shot learning [12, 37] and has now
been exploited to tackle domain shift problems [2, 9, 23]. [23] proposed to mimic the domain
shift during training by splitting the source domains into meta train and meta test such that the
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training model can learn to learn how to address DG. Balaji et al. [2] then reformulated the
DG problem as meta-learning a generalizable regularizer. Li et al. [24] developed an episodic
training paradigm to improve DG by manipulating domain specific feature extractors and
classifiers. Dou et al. [9] designed a meta learning algorithm to improve DG by maintaining
the inter-class knowledge consistency across source domains. Du et al. [10] proposed to
meta learn a normalization to tackle the statistic changes among source and target domains.
Implicit function theorem. Bilevel optimization is typical in hyperparameter optimization [4] and meta learning [12, 36]. However, it normally triggers the second order derivatives during the back propagation. Implicit function theorem (IFT) has been explored to
address such computational issue [29, 30, 36]. However, the conventional IFT requires the
computation of inverse hessian which is intractable in deep neural networks. Therefore,
various approximations have been proposed to mitigate this problem. [30] proposed to approximate the hessian with the identity matrix, while [36] uses Conjugate Gradient (CG)
to approximate the vector-inverse hessian product. More recently, [29] proposed a novel
approximation using Neumann series, which is used in our paper.

3

Methodology

Problem setup. In the DG setting, it is normally assumed there are multiple source domains D = {D1 , . . . , DS }, where each Di typically consists of many data pairs {x, y}Ni . Then
a model Fθ , i.e. CNN, is trained on the source domains, and then tested on an unseen target
domain DS+1 .
ERM baseline. The most straightforward DG method is to train a model using the empirical risk minimization on the source domain data. The formulation is as follows
arg min
θ

1
∑ ℓce (Fθ (x), y),
|D| x,y∼
D

(1)

where ℓce is the cross entropy loss. After training, Fθ will be deployed for model inference.
Naive data augmentation. Data augmentation as a regularization has shown its effectiveness on improving the model generalization [21]. Typically the augmentation operation
is sampled and constructed stochastically from different hand crafted operations, such as
flipping, rotation, jittering and coloring, denoted as A(·). Then the augmented images will be used to train the model, thus Eq. 1 becomes
arg min
θ

3.1

1
∑ ℓce (Fθ (A(x)), y).
|D| x,y∼D
,A∼A

(2)

Data Augmentation Module as Hyperparameters

The typical data augmentation is made up of different hand crafted operations, which have
demonstrated their effectiveness in standard supervised learning but may not be optimal to
domain generalization tasks. Therefore, we treat the data augmentation module as hyperparameters of our classification model and optimize it against domain shift during training.
The overall scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The overview of our proposed AugLearn method. We treat the augmentation
module Aφ as hyperparameters of the classification model Fθ . The classification model
is updated on pseudo source domains, and the augmentation module is optimized on the
pseudo target domain under the condition that θ ∗ is optimal to pseudo source domains. The
red arrows in this figure denote the gradient flow through the second-order differentiation.
Augmentation module. We exploit a simple UNet [39] as our augmentation module,
which is demonstrated in Figure 2. Specifically, this UNet consists of three convolutional
blocks, a transpose convolution layer and a convolution layer. The convolutional block is
composed of two convolution layers, each followed by a ReLU activation. In addition, a
max-pooling layer is attached to the first convolutional block. The UNet is formulated as
Aφ (·) parameterized by φ .
Concatenate
ConvB

x

ConvB

ConvB

Conv

+

TConv

Figure 2: The illustration of the augmentation module. ConvB, TConv and Conv in this figure are convolutional block, transpose convolution layer and convolution layer, respectively.

Bilevel optimization. In order to optimize our augmentation module, we create episodes
using our source domain data during training. we split the source domain data D into pseudo
ˆ at each mini-batch step. Then the bilevel optimization
ˆ and pseudo target D ptrg
source D psrc
ˆ which is formulated as
is conducted, including an inner loop optimization on D psrc
θ ∗ = arg min
θ

1
ℓce (Fθ (Aφ (x)), y),
ˆ | ∑psrc
|D psrc
x,y∼D ˆ

(3)

ˆ
and an outer loop optimization on D ptrg
φ = arg min
φ

1
ℓce (Fθ ∗ (φ (x)), y).
ˆ | ∑ptrg
|D ptrg
x,y∼D ˆ

(4)
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Let us break down the computation in Eq.4. If the inner and outer loop losses are denoted
as Linner and Louter , then the hypergradients of Louter w.r.t. the augmentation module Aφ is
computed as
∂ Louter (φ ) ∂ Louter ∂ Louter ∂ θ ∗
=
+
∂φ
∂φ
∂θ ∂φ
∂ Louter (φ , θ ∗ (φ )) ∂ θ ∗ (φ )
∂ Louter
+
=
.
×
∂φ
∂ θ ∗ (φ )
∂φ
| {z } |
{z
}
direct grad.

(5)

indirect grad.

In our case, the direct grad is zero, thus we only need to calculate the indirect grad. How∗
ever, the indirect grad is hard to compute as the best-response Jacobian term ∂ θ∂ φ(φ ) needs
the computation through the conditional training trajectories of min θ ∗ (φ ) given φ [29]. One
can use IFT to approximate the best-response Jacobian as follows
h ∂ 2L
i
∂ θ ∗ (φ )
∂ 2 Linner
inner −1
=−
×
.
∂φ
∂θ∂θT
∂θ∂φT

(6)

Neumann series based IFT. Inverting a Hessian matrix in high dimension is intractable.
In our algorithm, we employ the Neumann series to approximate the Hessian inversion as
per [29]. The formulation is as follows
h ∂ 2L

i
inner −1
∂θ∂θT

i

= lim

h
∂ 2 Linner i
I−
.
∂θ∂θT
j=0

∑
i→∞

(7)

Thanks to the efficiency brought by this approximation, the augmentation module Aφ and
the model Fθ can be optimized efficiently during training. The pipeline is summarized as
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Learning to Augment for DG
Input: Domain D
Init: Classification model parameters θ . Augmentation module parameters φ .
Hyperparameters α, β
for ite in iterations do
ˆ ←D
ˆ , D ptrg
Split: D psrc
for ite in inner iterations do
Inner-loop: Compute gradients ∂ L∂inner
θ
Inner-loop optimization: Update parameters θ = θ − α ∂ L∂inner
θ
end
(φ )
Outer-loop: Compute gradients ∂ Louter
according to Eq. 5, Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 in
∂φ
the main body.
Outer-loop optimization: Updated parameters φ = φ − β ∂ L∂outer
φ
end
Output: θ
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Augmentation in frequency space. Our AugLearn is also capable of augmenting the input
data in frequency space. To this end, we first convert the image into the frequency space using
DCT, and then apply the augmentation module to the frequency spectrum. The inner loop
optimization equation 3 is then reformulated as
θ ∗ = arg min
θ

1
∑ ℓce (Fθ (Tinv (Aφ (T (x)))), y),
|Dˆsrc | x,y∼Dˆsrc

(8)

where T (·) is DCT, and Tinv (·) is inverse DCT. This variant is named as AugLearn-F. The
overall training and inference of AugLearn-F are the same as the vanilla AugLearn method.

3.2

Inference

At model inference, the augmentation module is disabled. Given an input from the unseen
domain DS+1 , the prediction is computed as
ŷ = Fθ (x), x ∼ DS+1 .

(9)

As Fθ (x) is trained with an augmentation module, which is optimized to generate augmented
images against domain shift, the precision of ŷ from our model is thus guaranteed.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experimental Setup

Datasets and settings. We evaluate our approach on three commonly used DG benchmark
datasets, namely PACS [22], Office-Home [42] and Digits-DG [53]. (1) PACS is composed
of four domains, which are art, cartoon, photo and sketch, with 9,991 images in total. There
are seven classes for each one of these domains, and the domain shift mainly comes from
dramatic style changes. (2) Office-Home consists of four domains including artistic, clipart,
product and real-world. There are 65 object classes and approximately 15,500 images in
total. Images from different domains differ in viewpoint, background and image style. (3)
Digits-DG includes MNIST, MNIST-M, SVHN and SYN, which differ in font style, stroke
and background. There are ten classes in each domain, and each class has 600 images. We
report the top-1 classification accuracy averaged over five runs with different random seeds.
Due to the space constraint, the Digits-DG results are available in supplementary material.
Baselines. We compare our method with the current state of the art DG methods including
CCSA [33], MMD-AAE [25], CrossGrad [40], JiGen [6], DDAIG [53], L2A-OT [52] and
MixStyle [55]. CCSA and MMD-AAE align the features from different source domains to a
unified space and train a model based on those aligned features. CrossGrad is based on the
domain classification guided image augmentation. JiGen introduces jigsaw solving to DG
as an auxiliary task. DDAIG and L2A-OT are designed to generate novel domain images to
improve the model generalization ability. MixStyle diversifies inputs by mixing the styles in
feature space. We also compare with ERM, which serves as a strong baseline for DG.
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Evaluation on PACS

Implementation. Following [6], we use the ImageNet-pretrained ResNet18 as the feature
extractor with a followed softmax classifier. All the images are resized to 224 × 224. The
networks are trained with SGD, with initial learning rate of 1e − 3, batch size of 16 and
weight decay of 5e − 4 for 50 epochs. The learning rate is decayed by 0.1 at the 30th epoch
and the 20th epoch for classification optimizer and augment-optimizer, respectively.
Results. The experimental results on PACS is shown in Table 1 (left). First, we observe
that our proposed augmentation modules AugLearn and AugLearn-F outperform the ERM
baseline with remarkable accuracy margins 4.6% and 4.8% respectively, demonstrating the
efficacy of our proposed algorithms. More interestingly, our AugLearn variants are complementary with a feature augmentation based DG method, MixStyle. Incorporating our
AugLearn(-F), it improves 1.3% (1.2%) accuracy over the vanilla MixStyle. Our proposed
augmentation algorithm differs from DDAIG and L2A-OT regarding optimization objectives
and training strategy. The results show that optimizing the augmentation module explicitly
with the simulated domain shift can be much more effective than optimizing it using the complicated learning objectives on the source domain data. Our AugLearn(-F) outperforms all
the other methods on cartoon and sketch domains, which are two most challenging held out
domains, especially with a noticeable improvement (5.6%) on sketch. These results explain
our assumption, that a pure image augmentation may be beneficial to model performance but
is not robust to large domain shifts.
PACS
Art Cartoon Photo Sketch
ERM
78.5 75.2
96.2 67.9
CCSA
80.5 76.9
93.6 66.8
MMD-AAE
75.2 72.7
96.0 64.2
CrossGrad
79.8 76.8
96.0 70.2
JiGen
79.4 75.3
96.0 71.6
84.2 77.0
95.3 83.1
DDAIG
L2A-OT
83.3 78.2
96.2 82.8
MixStyle
84.1 78.8
96.1 75.9
ERM+AugLearn
82.9 78.8
94.5 80.1
ERM+AugLearn-F
81.9 79.2
95.3 80.7
MixStyle+AugLearn 84.1 79.0
95.2 81.5
MixStyle+AugLearn-F 83.9 79.2
95.4 81.0
Method

Office-Home
Average Artistic Clipart Product Real World
79.5
58.4
49.2
74.1
76.3
79.4
59.9
49.9
74.1
75.7
77.0
56.5
47.3
72.1
74.8
80.7
58.4
49.4
73.9
75.8
80.5
53.0
47.5
71.5
72.8
74.7
59.2
52.3
74.6
76.0
73.6
60.6
50.1
74.8
77.0
83.7
58.7
53.4
74.2
75.9
84.1 (+4.6) 58.9
53.3
74.3
76.0
84.3 (+4.8) 58.5
54.2
73.2
75.1
85.0 (+1.3) 59.3
53.5
74.6
76.0
84.9 (+1.2) 59.8
52.7
74.8
75.6

Average
64.5
64.9
62.7
64.4
61.2
65.5
65.6
65.5
65.6 (+1.1)
65.3 (+0.8)
66.0 (+0.5)
65.7 (+0.2)

Table 1: Leave-one-domain-out generalization results on PACS and Office-Home.

4.3

Evaluation on Office-Home

Implementation. We use the training, validation splits following [55]. We train the model
on the training set from the source domains and test the trained model on the held out test
domain. The training details are the same as those of PACS dataset.
Results. As shown in Table 1 (right), our proposed method achieves again the state of
the art performance on this benchmark, further demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed AugLearn. Specifically, our AugLearn(-F) improves over the ERM baseline with a
1.1% (0.8%) accuracy margin. Meanwhile, our method achieves comparable results with
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L2A-OT, the recent augmentation based DG method. Again on the most challenging held
out domain clipart, we achieve the best performance over all other competitors, demonstrating the robustness of our AugLearn(-F) against large domain shift. Our AugLearn(-F) still
complements with MixStyle enabling a 0.5% (0.2%) accuracy gain over vanilla MixStyle.

5
5.1

Further Analysis
Ablation Study

We conduct further experiments to analyze our proposed AugLearn(-F). We attribute the
performance of our AugLearn to the simulated domain shift and meta learning. We thus
compare it with a simple variant (w/o meta learning), which updates the classification model
and the augmentation module on the pseudo source and pseudo target domains respectively,
without bilevel optimization. From the results in Table 2, we observe that optimizing the
augmentation module during training is indeed helpful with 3.2% and 3.5% accuracy improvements over the ERM baseline with regard to AugLearn and AugLearn-F, respectively.
Adding meta learning with domain shift improves the model performance further by 1.4%
and 1.3% accuracy margins. These results demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed meta
learning pipeline.

5.2

Visualization of Augmented Images

Figure 3 illustrates the outputs of the augmentation module trained on two used DG benchmarks. We can see that the generated images (middle) by AugLearn are different from the
original images (left) dramatically. The augmentation module not only changes the background but also diversifies the appearance of objects. These illustrative results show that our
AugLearn indeed generates augmented images which are different from the vanilla ones but
with the same semantic meaning without using explicit learning objectives. We attribute this
to our meta learning pipeline, which enables easy training. Another interesting observation is
that the images generated by AugLearn-F do not change much from the original images, i.e.
Figure 3 left v.s. right, while AugLearn-F still can improve the model performance clearly.
This shows it is more effective to augment images in frequency space than that in time space.

5.3

Side Benefit of Adversarial Defence

We also include the investigation of our models against adversarial attacks, such as FGSM
[17]. After training the DG models, i.e. ERM, ERM with strong augmentations (Cutout [7],
CutMix [48] and DropBlock [14]) and AugLearn variants, we attack the trained DG model
using FGSM attack with different strengths. From the results in Figure 4, we can see that
after incorporating our AugLearn modules the attack success rate decreases significantly
though the models are trained on clean data only. AugLearn(-F) enables the model to be
more robust against FGSM attack while Cutout and Cutmix fail. Interestingly, we can see
that injecting the AugLearn-F module during the training brings more model robustness than
AugLearn against FGSM attack. It is found that the adversarial attacks conduct more perturbations in the middle and high frequencies of the vanilla image [45]. Therefore, augmenting
the input images in the frequency space during training may give more robustness to the
trained model against potential adversarial attacks than augmenting in the time space.

10
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(a)

Method

Art

Cartoon

Photo

Sketch

Avg.

ERM
AugLearn
- w/o ML
AugLearn-F
- w/o ML

78.5
82.9
81.6
81.9
81.2

75.2
78.8
76.3
79.2
76.5

96.2
94.5
93.8
95.3
94.2

67.9
80.1
79.0
80.7
79.9

79.5
84.1
82.7
84.3
83.0

(b)

Figure 3: Synthesized examples on PACS (a) and OfficeHome (b). Left: raw, middle: AugLearn generated, right:
AugLearn-F generated.

6

Success rate(%)

Table 2: Ablation study results on PACS
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68 0.1

Vanilla
Cutout
CutMix
0.2

0.3

0.4

DropBlock
AugLearn
AugLearn-F
0.5

Attack strength
Figure 4: Success rate of FGSM attack on PACS.

Compact Augmentation Module

We also analyse the extra parameters introduced in
the model training of different augmentation based
Method backbone extra parameters
DG methods. From the numbers in Table 3, we can CrossGrad
11.17m
see that our AugLearn introduces extremely few trainDDAIG
0.23m
11.18m
L2A-OT
3.70m
able parameters compared with CrossGrad, DDAIG
AugLearn
6.65k
and L2A-OT. Specifically, we can see that CrossGrad
doubles the total training parameters by introducing
the augmentation module. Then, the method with Table 3: Number of trainable pathe second most extra parameters is L2A-OT, which rameters of different methods.
adds 3.70m parameters. The tier three is DDAIG with
0.23m extra parameters. Nevertheless, they brought many orders of magnitude more parameters compared to our AugLearn. We assume this is due to the nature of our proposed meta
learning pipeline, such that our augmentation module is effective though trained with much
fewer parameters.

7

Conclusion

We have presented a novel data augmentation based DG method, termed AugLearn. AugLearn treats the augmentation module as the model hyperparameters and optimizes it with
meta learning. Our AugLearn is light-weight, model-agnostic and applicable to any base DG
methods (verified with two different DG methods). More inherently, our AugLearn module
is capable of augmenting data in both the time and frequency spaces. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that AugLearn variants achieve the state of the art performance on two popular DG benchmarks. Qualitative visualizations further explain that our AugLearn is able to
generate augmented images which are different from the vanilla images in terms of both the
foreground and background, with a simple meta learning objective.
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